Inventory Management Module
The foundation of your business success

lumberTrack’s inventory module offers comprehensive inventory management specifically tailored to meet the unique needs of the wood products industry. It allows wood product companies to efficiently track many different types of wood products, tagged and untagged, at multiple mills and reload locations. It is fully integrated with all other lumberTrack modules, providing real-time inventory updates to all areas of your business.

Reported benefits include:

• Higher sales since sales people can close orders faster knowing instantly both what’s on-hand and what’s coming into inventory.
• Faster inventory turnover, since sales people can sell what’s still in production.
• Reduced inventory levels, since less safety stock is required.
• Fewer and more efficient physical counts, saving hours of effort and lost production.
• Faster month and year-end inventory reporting.

Improving Inventory Management

lumberTrack’s comprehensive inventory management module allows you to:

• Access inventory information from any department and location.
• Sort inventory by any or all product attributes.
• Track in-transit inventory.
• View details, and monitor the entire life cycle of individual tagged items.
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